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Greece is a country steeped in history and fascinating mythology,
and as creator of the Olympic Games many of our modern day
sports have originated from Greece.  And even the popular film
Mamamia gave Greece that feel good factor with its endless
idyllic scenes of sandy beaches, whitewashed villas with pretty
blue shutters, and lots of swimming and sailing. But as for golf, I
had quite frankly never considered Greece as a golf destination.
This has to be one of the country’s best kept secrets. 

Costa Navarino, named after the historic and
scenic Bay of Navarino overlooking the
Mediterranean, lies in the Messinia region on
the west coast and boasts two of the
country’s best known golf courses. This is
where in 1827 the Greeks won one of its
most famous and important battles against
the hugely powerful Ottoman army - the
Battle of the Bay of Navarino.

And it is this date that means so much to
locals and in particular to Captain Vassilis
Constantakopoulos, who although born into a
poor local family, went on to make his
fortune in commercial shipping vowing to
return to the village of his birth with promises
of work and higher wages. His vision was to
create a prime sustainable destination in
Greece and to position his birthplace on the
world’s tourist map - and that he definitely
achieved.  Costa Navarino is now regarded
as one of Greece’s top holiday and
international golf destinations.  

It was Constantaskopoulos’ passion for golf
that led him to buy up enough land in the
region to enable him to build two superb
courses: The Dunes, a Bernhard Langer
design in association with European Golf
Design, and The Bay Course, a Robert Trent
Jones design, both are described as top
class courses. Of the two the Bay is by far
the more spectacular and has stunning views
that stretch for miles across the Bay and the
shimmering Mediterranean.  

Curious to discover more about Costa Navarino
I found myself flying to Athens on Aegean
Airlines with luggage and golf clubs safely
stowed in hold (there are no extra costs for golf
clubs) in early March after accepting an
invitation to take part in a Stapleford
tournament organised by the former top goal
scoring German footballer, Sepp Maier. 

The journey from Athens to Costa Navarino
although a bit tedious, takes about two and a
half hours but fortunately flights from the UK
to the local Kalamata airport start early May
and that means a mere 45 minute drive to
the five star luxury Westin Resort Hotel of
Costa Navarino where I stayed. 

It’s not often a hotel’s ground floor mini suite
also boasts a private albeit small swimming
pool but that’s what greeted me when I first
arrived not that it was for my liking and warm
enough to swim in even though temperatures
were in the early 20’s, I did however,
occasionally dip my toes from time to time to
check the water temperature. 

This time my main task was to discover all
about Greece’s best kept golf secret and
spent the first day playing The Dunes par 71
course, conveniently a few minute’s walk
from the hotel but for those who prefer not to
walk a regular buggy service runs to and
from the hotel.      

The course is a delight to play and an eye-
opener when it comes to stunning scenery.
Much of its natural landscape mirrors the
distant rugged mountains where its rich
archaeological heritage spans over 5,000
years. Holes close to the beach have a
distinct links feel about them and further
inland reflect more typically Greek
landscapes of olive and citrus groves.

Several holes run alongside a small river but
most greens are large and undulating,
fairways wide and there are several steep
faced but strategically placed bunkers to
challenge you.   

A couple of the four par holes are reachable
in two but much depends on the direction of
the breeze. There are also five varied but
delightfully challenging par 3s. Several holes,
notably the downhill second par 4 is where
the ocean serves as a shimmering but
stunning backdrop. The 18th, par 5 is quite a
challenge too, and has a sloping green just
below the terrace of the stylish but
welcoming palatial Club house where
delicious Greek style dishes are served
throughout the day. This was a pleasurable
round but out of the two, the Bay Course
remained my firm favourite although both
courses are in excellent condition. 

A regular twenty minute bus service leaves
from outside the Dunes Club House and
takes you directly to the Bay Course.
Immediately on arrival valets place your 
clubs in the buggy your name is clearly
written in large letters on the windscreen, (no
mistaking which buggy belongs to you). This
is a great course to play and by far the
prettier of the two. It meanders through three
distinct natural landscapes amid centuries-
old olive trees, along box canyons beside the
sea and directly over the historic Bay of

Navarino. There are some sublime scenic
views of the ocean and although challenging,
it is an enjoyable course to play.   

Not all golfers would have heard of Costa
Navarino but unquestionably it puts Greece
on the map of top golf destinations.  
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FACT FILE 
www.costanavarino.com
Rates at the two hotels at Navarino Dunes
start from: The Westin resort Costa Navarino,
200 euros, and 310 euros at the Luxury
Collection, Romanos hotel (still closed for the
winter when I was there).

www.aegeanair.com 
Aegean Airliens have daily flights from
Heathrow and Gatwick to Athens, and golf
bags and sports equipment are free of charge.
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